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Foreword
Congratulations with your choice to become a professional Registered Data Protection Officer
(RDPO) as per the highest professional standards available in the industry.
The ADPPRO certification committee has rendered a tremendous service by endowing the
entire community of data protection professionals and data protection officers in particular with:
•

A solid, future-proof certification mechanism making it possible to certifiy data
protection officers as mentioned in the GDPR as professionals

•

A unique peer review mechanism to serve immediate practical needs of many colleague
professionals active in the field of privacy, data protection and security

•

A unique validation mechanism to identify and approve by practicing professionals
themselves

With these groundbreaking accomplishments a leeway has been created to actively promote
professionalism of data protection professionals in general and data protection officers in
particular which lies at the heart of the Association for Data Protection Professionals Europe
(ADPPRO) as the only EU based global organisation that promotes and facilitates Data
Protection Professionalism through an unmatched ‘Catalogue of Best Practices’ while
partnering with like-minded individuals, governmental bodies, multi-national corporations and
NGO’s.
The ADPPRO RDPO certification scheme was developed in response to an increasing call for a
golden European standard to award best-in-class data protection officers within the European
(GDPR) context. The ADPPRO RDPO exam is based on a comprehensive ADPPRO certification
scheme paving the way for data protection professionals to acquire a robust and a crossEuropean Economic Area (EEA) validated certification as a Data Protection Officer (RDPO).
With the ADPPRO RDPO mechanism a continuing guard for professional development of data
protection officers has been put into place for generations to come, providing for a solid
podium for development of best practices for DPOs active within the European Union and
beyond.
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This handbook for ADPPRO RDPO candidates will help candidates to better prepare for the
final exam, and after that, compliance obligations as per the ADPPRO RDPO Professional Code
of Conduct.
Once candidates have acquired the RDPO quality label they will be able to perform their tasks,
roles and responsibilities based on a clear set of requirements for expertise and skills
Once again congratulations with taking an important career boosting turn to become part of a
growing international community of validated Registered Data Protection Officer (RDPO).
Wishing all RDPO candidates impressive learning curves and a successful completion of the
much sought after and highly recommended ADPPRO Registered RDPO acknowledgment.

Professor drs mr Romeo Kadir MSc MA LLM (Adv.) LLM EMBA EMoC
President ADPPRO
board@adppro.org
Gert de Laet
Chairman ADPPRO Certification Committee f.t.
certificationcommittee@adppro.org
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Purpose of this Reference Guide

The purpose of this ADPPRO Reference Guide for RDPO Candidates is primarily to inform
candidates for the ADPPRO RDPO exam about the following.
1. Exam policies and procedures;
2. Competence requirements for persons willing to perform the tasks of Article 39
GDPR as expected from designated (internal or external) Data Protection Officers
(DPOs), as well as
3. Criteria to evaluate whether candidates possess knowledge and skills to certify to be
certified as a professional Certified Data Protection Officer (RDPO), read in
conjunction with the ADPPRO RDPO Certification Scheme requirements.
The Data Protection Officer (DPO) shall be designated on the basis of professional qualities
and, in particular, expert knowledge of data protection law and practices and the ability to
fulfill the tasks referred to in Article 39 GDPR.
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ADPPRO Certifications Added Value
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The ADPPRO RDPO Certification is of particular importance for inter alia:
•

DPOs or future (candidate) DPOs;

•

Data controllers

•

Data processors

•

Representative Bodies

•

Professional associations

•

Training entities

•

Associations

•

Law firms

•

Consulting firms

•

Contributors representing a diverse range of sectors (banking, public sector, health,
education, software publishers, transport, distribution, higher education)

•

Professionals (junior, medior and senior) aspiring to become a DPO

•
•

Students (of any discipline) aspiring to specialize as DPO
Certified data protection officers (CDPO) in search for practical expertise (in addition to
more theory based exams)
Privacy Officers
GDPR managers
GDPR lawyers
GDPR IT lawyers
GDPR compliance specialists
GDPR security specialists
GDPR IT specialists
CISOs
Chief Technology Officers
Chief Data Officers
Head of Privacy Policy
Head of Legal Affairs
VP Digital Ethics
Thought leaders in Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Head of AO / IC
Data privacy activists
GDPR business model managers
General Counsels
All other employees / officers / experts involved with data protection and security
related topics.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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ADPPRO Certifications Unique Leadership
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4

Options to become an ADPPRO RDPO
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5

Growth Perspectives of a registered DPO
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RDPO three levels of added business value

Pursuant to Article 37 (5) GDPR the data protection officer shall be designated on the basis of
11

professional qualities and, in particular:
1

expert knowledge of data protection law

2

expert practices and the

3

Ability to fulfil the tasks referred to in Article 39 GDPR

In line with the ADPPRO Mission Statement to represent professionals active in the field as data
protection officer (DPO) professional experience in addition to common basic knowledge (Part
A of the ADPPRO RDPO Body of Knowledge) is awarded in the following sense.
1 Candidates who passed the exam and are able to proof more than two years of
professional experience are lauded with ‘RDPO Advanced’
2 Candidates who passed the exam and are able to proof more than five years of
professional experience are lauded with ‘RDPO Expert’
In this way ADPPRO as a networking of practicing data protection professionals is also
promoting a balanced focus on practical experiences.

Page 11 |
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ADPPRO Exam Registration Process
12

7.1 Taking your RDPO exam
Exams Institute
ADPPRO exams are facilitated and processed by Youcap. Candidates will be redirected to
their respective exam portals by their student advisors.

Fees
Certification candidates must pay a certification maintenance fee (CMF) that will cover
the certification costs. Al fees are due prior to taking the exam.
Prior to or after completion and submission of the exam, credentials will be verified
(especially professional experience if relevant) before a personalized certification will
be activated when the exam is passed.
Scheduling an Exam
Candidates must schedule and complete their exams within one year of purchases. If they
do not, the exam fee will be forfeited.

7.2

Special Accomodations

It is the policy of the ADPPRO to provide testing accommodations to candidates with
qualifying disabilities to ensure each candidate a comparable opportunity for success
on exams. Test takers will be prompted upon initially scheduling their exam to submit
a request for a testing accommodation and scheduling permissions will be suspended.

Exam Languages
All ADPPRO examinations are administered in English. Official translations can be provided
in any languages at translation costs base.

Page 12 |
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Identification
Candidate’s formal valid government’s ID will be used by the exam institute taking the
exams

13
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Exams Center Exams Rules & Procedures

•

•

No electronic devices may be taken into the exam room. Some test centers have lockers
where you can leave personal possessions during the exam, but the ADPPRO advises
you not to bring them with you.
No reading material of any kind is allowed in the exam room.

•

No food or drink is allowed in the exam room.

•

No conversation between test-takers is allowed during the exam.

•

Other than testing procedures, the proctor may not discuss any aspect of the exam
with you at any time.

•

You may be excused from the exam room by the proctor for the purpose of taking
a stretch break or visiting a restroom. You will not be given additional time to
make up for any time lost while you are out of the exam room. There are no
scheduled breaks.

• Testing center personnel will explain any other procedures and rules when you arrive.

Exam by Proctoring
Once proctored RDPO exams will be available, at the time you schedule a proctored
exam, this will require a system check to confirm that your computer meets the systems
requirements before you can schedule your exam.
Confirmation of exam day details, including date and time, will be emailed to you at the
time you make your reservation.
ADPPRO will not be held responsible for expenses incurred beyond the cost of the
exam, including but not limited to lost wages on the day of the exam

Page 13 |
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During Your Proctor Exam
During the exam, proctors monitor the candidate for suspicious behavior and other
abnormalities. This includes:
14

•

Listening for signs of possible communication in the room.

•

Watching candidates for potentially suspicious behavior and possible signs of
exam fraud. Such behavior may include activity such as repetitive adjustments
to clothing, excessive leaning or stretching, or apparent efforts to hide
something from view of the proctor and web camera, repeated eye movement
to something off camera.

Proctors will log abnormalities or other testing-related incidents that may occur during
the duration of the exam. Because the entire exam session is recorded, logged session
events can be reviewed during or after the proctored exam session to determine if
there was any dishonest behavior.
If an infraction occurs, the greeter/proctor will either warn (for minor infractions) a
candidate through audio or the chat function or revoke a session (end the testing
appointment altogether) for larger infractions. These actions are documented in a
case report. All case reports are shared with the ADPPRO for review.
Late Arrival to Exam Appointment
Because testing centers operate on schedules, and other test-takers may have exams
after you, if you arrive late you may not be allowed to take your exam and will be
considered a no-show, forfeiting all fees.
Failure to Report for Your Exam Appointment
If you fail to report for your examination(s) without proper notification to the Exams
Institute, your registration will be cancelled, and all fees will be forfeited.
Dismissal
Any candidate who is observed engaging in any misconduct will be subject to dismissal
from the examination, may be barred from future examinations for a period ranging
from one year to permanent dismissal, and may be required to forfeit their current
exam fee.
Page 14 |
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Proctors are authorized to take immediate, appropriate measures against candidates
who are caught violating testing rules. The candidate is entitled to appeal the dismissal
determination.
ADPPRO Certification Code of Ethics
Prior to launching the exam, you will be asked to review and sign the ADPPRO
Certification Code of Ethics before continuing onto the exam.
Results
You will receive your results immediately upon concluding your exam.

Page 15 |
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Exam Information
ADPPRO certification programs are designed to differentiate between candidates who
do and who do not possess the knowledge required to be considered minimally qualified
data protection professionals. All questions are multiple choice.

18

Note that it is each candidate’s responsibility to be prepared for exams by being familiar
with all elements of the ADPPRO RDPO Certification Body of Knowledge & Skills (BOKS),
as dicussed below.
The candidate is encouraged to read each question carefully. The stem may be in the
form of an actual question or an incomplete statement. An exam question may require
the candidate to choose the most appropriate answer.
Scoring and Reporting
On all ADPPRO certification exams, each item has equal value and is scored as correct
or incorrect. Unanswered items are considered incorrect, and there is no additional
penalty for incorrect answers.
Passing scores are established through a process involving the expert opinion of RDPO
Peers. Passing a certification exam does not require 100 % mastery, but rather the level
of mastery determined by the Academic Board.
Passing
Candidates who successfully complete their designated exam will be granted the
appropriate digital certificate provided by the Exams Institute and will be emailed to
them generally within three weeks of passing the exam.

The certificate remains the property of the Association of Data Protection
Professionals Europe (ADPPRO), which may withdraw, cancel, revoke, change the
scope of, or otherwise annul the certification for cause.
Your certification is active for two years starting the day you pass your exam.

18 |

Failing and retaking the exam
In the event a candidate should fail to pass a certification test, retakes can be done by
the candidate at least three times, free of cost.
Annual review

19

The ADPPRO Certification Committee conducts an annual statistical review of all exams
to identify questions that may be flawed or performing poorly, and issues a new version
of each title as needed. Even with these processes, an occasional flawed question may
remain unidentified. The appeals process is designed not only to ensure fairness for all
candidates, but also as an additional mechanism to improve the quality of our exams.
Appeal
If you wish to formally appeal your exam results based on concerns about one or more
specific questions on an exam, you may file an appeal with the Exams Institute. All
details will immediately be provided after completion of the exam.
Confidentiality
Information about candidates is considered confidential; however, verification of an
individual's professional data protection experience will be released upon request of a
third party, such as an employment company, once the certification candidate has
provided written consent for the same. Requests for verification of progress in attaining
certification

will

be

responded

to

in

writing

and

provided

only

to

the

applicant/candidate, unless permission is granted in writing by the candidate for release
to others.
Cheating
The ADPPRO certification candidates have a significant interest in maintaining the
integrity of ADPPRO certification examinations, and the ADPPRO assumes all
certification candidates take their exams without any form of inappropriate assistance.
All examinations are proctored to ensure this is the case, and we hope never to observe
any form of inappropriate assistance, such as crib sheets, access to electronic devices
(which is prohibited during testing sessions) or sharing of answers between candidates.
In the unlikely and unfortunate event one or more proctors observes such behavior,
however, we will take the following actions:
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•

Candidates observed using inappropriate assistance will be informed during or after
the session and invited to submit a statement, in writing, responding to the
observations.

•

Proctor(s) will submit a written statement detailing their observations.

•

After reviewing the candidate statement, the proctor statement(s) and all

20

accompanying evidence, the Academic Board will issue a finding and action to the
candidate. If the finding concludes that cheating likely occurred, the action may
include any or all of the following: invalidation of exam results, prohibition from
future exams, revocation of existing certifications and revocation of ADPPRO
membership.

10

Mandatory acceptance of ADPPRO Certification Code of Ethics

Prior to taking the official ADPPRO RDPO exam, all candidates must agree to uphold
the ethical standards as codified in the ADPPRO Certification Code of Ethics (as
displayed below) which primarily aims at enhanced compliance with professional
standards.
In case of any violations of this ADPPRO Certification Code of Ethics, as per relevant
processes and procedures anyone can lodge a complaint against the bearer of an
ADPPRO RDPO certificate.
Complaints can be lodged with the Complaints Office of the ADPPRO Disciplinary
Board.
rdpoexams@adppro.org

20 |
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Candidate Compliance Statement

Prior to taking the exams all ADPPRO RDPO candidates must sign the following Candidate
21
Compliance Statement and agree to all policies, procedures, and terms and conditions
of

certification in order to be eligible for the certification.
<<
By signing this ADPPRO Compliance Statement below, the candidate hereby
represents, warrants and covenants as follows:
1

I hereby apply for certification as an ADPPRO Registered Data Protection Officer
(RDPO). I understand that my certification depends on my ability to meet all
applicable requirements and qualifications. I certify that the information
contained in this statement is true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and is made in good faith.

2

I understand that the ADPPRO may need to gather additional information to
clarify or supplement this statement and I agree to promptly supply such
additional information. I further understand that if any information is later
determined to be false or misleading, ADPPRO reserves the right to revoke any
certification that has been granted on the basis thereof.

3

Should I be awarded with the ADPPRO RDPO distinction or other credential,
I agree to abide by the ADPPRO Certification Code of Ethics and to notify
the ADPPRO if at any time I develop the incapacity to perform my
professional responsibilities in accordance with the standards of the
certification.

4

Should ADPPRO suspend my certification at any time, during the time of
suspension I will not use the ADPPRO seal or marks of certification.

5

Should ADPPRO withdraw my certification at any time I will return my certificate
and cease use of the ADPPRO RDPO or designations and the corresponding
seal.

6

In using the ADPPRO RDPO or other designations and the seals I will abide by
the restrictions and conventions stated in this reference guide.
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7

If notified of misuse by ADPPRO, I will immediately correct my use of the
ADPPRO designations and logo as requested by the ADPPRO. I understand that
the ADPPRO may withdraw my certification at any time if I fail to correct my use
of such designations and logo.

8
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I hereby release, discharge, and exonerate ADPPRO, its directors, officers,
members, examiners, representatives, processors and agents, from any actions,
suits, obligations, damages, claims or demands arising out of, or in connection
with, any aspect of the application process including results or any other decision
that may result in a decision to not issue me a certificate for any reason. If one or
more provisions of this statement are found to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this
statement will not be affected in any way thereby.
>>

12

Candidate Confidentiality Agreement

To ensure the integrity and status of ADPPRO Registered Data Protection Officer’s
examinations, all candidates must sign the Candidate Confidentiality Agreement set
forth below. Candidates must complete this form prior to taking the exam.
<<
By signing below the ADPPRO RDPO candidate hereby represents, warrants and
covenants as follows:
I understand, acknowledge and agree:
1

That the questions and answers of the exam are the exclusive and confidential property
of ADPPRO and are protected by the ADPPRO’s intellectual property rights.

2

That I will not disclose the exam questions or answers or discuss any of the content
of the exam materials with any person, without prior written approval of ADPPRO
and I will not use any of the exam questions, answers or exam materials except as
otherwise authorized by ADPPRO.

3

That I will not remove from the examination room any exam materials of any kind
provided to me or any other material related to the exam.

4
That I will not copy or attempt to make copies (written, photocopied,
22 |

mobile copied or otherwise) of any exam material, including, without
limitation, any exam questions or answers.
5

That I will not sell, license, distribute, give away, or obtain from any other source
other than ADPPRO the exam materials, questions or answers.

6

That I will not create or contribute to certification efforts competitive with
23
ADPPRO schemes for a period of four years from taking the examination.

7

That my participation in any irregularity occurring during the examination, such as
giving or obtaining unauthorized information or aid, as evidenced by an observation
may be sufficient cause to invalidate the results of the examination.

8

That I am solely responsible for the answers provided on the exam(s) and that they
were not provided via assistance by other individuals.

9

I agree that my obligations under this agreement shall continue in effect after the
examination and, if applicable, after termination of my certification, regardless of
the reason or reasons for termination, and whether such termination is voluntary
or involuntary.

10

I acknowledge that the unauthorized use or disclosure of ADPPRO’s knowlegde
(including all exam questions, answers and exam materials) would cause ADPPRO to
incur irreparable harm for which monetary damages may be difficult to ascertain or
an inadequate remedy. Accordingly, I agree that ADPPRO will have the right to
seek equitable relief to enjoin any unauthorized use or disclosure of its information
and materials, in addition to any other rights and remedies that it may have at law
or otherwise.

11

If one or more provisions of this Agreement are found to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions
of this Agreement will not be affected in any way thereby. A waiver of my breach of
any provision of this Agreement will not operate as or be deemed to be a waiver of
my prior, concurrent or subsequent breach of that or any other provision of this
Agreement.

12

This agreement may be amended or modified only with the written mutual
consent of ADPPRO and myself.
>>
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ADPPRO RDPO Body of Knowledge and Skills (BOKS)

In order to prepare for the ADPPRO RDPO Exam, candidates are supposed to acquire and
display excellent knowledge, expertise and command of the following different parts of the
ADPPRO RDPO certification body of knowledge & Skills, displayed below.

24 |
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14 Mandatory readings for the ADPPRO RDPO exam (in progress)

All

A

B

Basic official
texts

GDPR
Knowlegde

RDPO
BOKS

Title of
Publication

Official
sources of
GDPR texts
and official
interpretations

1 GDPR Official
Resources- From
Universal Declaration to
EDPB
2 EDPB Guidelines

Free downloads

3 EDPS Guidelines

Free downloads

FRA, Reference Guide
Data Protection 2018
Korff & Georges, The
DPO Reference Guide

Free downloads

Kadir, Handbook
Certified DPO – Work
Plan Guidance
Kadir, GDPR Business
Companion
GDPR Case Law (ECJ &
ECtHR)
GDPR Case Law
(Schrems 1 & Schrems
2)
Korff & Georges, The
DPO Reference Guide
Kadir, Handbook
Certified DPO – Work
Plan Guidance
Vroenhoven,
Whitepaper – Soft Skills
of a RDPO –
Performance of a
Professional
Kadir, Handbook
Certified DPO – Work
Plan Guidance

Included in all RDPO Options

Meaning,
scope and
interpretations
of the EU
GDPR cum
annexis

GDPR
Compliance
Mechanisms

C

DPO Skills
Requirements

D

DPO Work
Plan

Note: this list is subject to change
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Included in RDPO Option
Included in all RDPO options

Free downloads

RDPO Options 2, 3, 4 and 5
Free downloads
Free downloads
Free downloads
Included in all RDPO Options
Free downloads

Included in all RDPO Options

25

15

Recommended readings for the ADPPRO RDPO exam (in
progress)

BOKS
All

E

Title of Publication

26

Universal Declaration (in GDPR
Resources)
EU Charter of fundamental Human
Rights (in GDPR Resources)

Free downloads

Kadir, Business Companion –
Practical GDPR Guidance
NOREA, Privacy Control Framework
(PCF), 2018

RDPO Options 2, 3, 4 and 5

1 Krogerus, M., Tschappeler, R., The
Communication Book (44 ideas)
2 Jacobi, J., The Psychology of CG
Jung (Foreword by Dr. Jung)
3 Gates, S., The Negotiation Book,
Your definitive guide to successful
negotiating

Not included (optional)
Not included (optional)
Not included (optional)

EDPB DPO Guidelines

Free downloads
Not included (optional)

Free downloads

GDPR Knowlegde

F

GDPR Compliance
Mechanisms

G

DPO Skills Requirements

H

DPO Work Plan
Lambert, The Data Protection Officer,
Profession, Rules and Role

Note: this list is subject to change
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Source

Basic official texts

Free downloads

16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Useful Hyperlinks
www.adppro.org
www.privacad.com
https://edpb.europa.eu/edpb_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection_en
www.eipacc.eu
www.rdpp.info
www.privamanager.com
www.privapedia.com
www.dataprotectionbooks.com
www.dpsaas.com
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List of National DPA’s of the European Economic Area (EEA)
Austria
Österreichische Datenschutzbehörde: http://www.dsb.gv.at/
Belgium

Autorité de la protection des données - Gegevensbeschermingsautoriteit (APDGBA): https://www.autoriteprotectiondonnees.be/ - https://www.gegevensbeschermingsautor
iteit.be/
Bulgaria

Commission for Personal Data Protection
Website: https://www.cpdp.bg/
Croatia

Croatian Personal Data Protection Agency: http://www.azop.hr/
Cyprus

Commissioner for Personal Data Protection: http://www.dataprotection.gov.cy/
Czech Republic

Office for Personal Data Protection: http://www.uoou.cz/
Denmark

Datatilsynet: http://www.datatilsynet.dk/
27 |

Estonia

Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate (Andmekaitse Inspektsioon): http://www.aki.ee/
European Data Protection Supervisor: http://www.edps.europa.eu/EDPSWEB/
Finland

Office of the Data Protection Ombudsman: http://www.tietosuoja.fi/en/
France

Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés - CNIL: http://www.cnil.fr/
Germany

Der Bundesbeauftragte für den Datenschutz und die
Informationsfreiheit: http://www.bfdi.bund.de/
Competent authorities can be identified according to the list provided
under www.bfdi.bund.de/anschriften.
Greece

Hellenic Data Protection Authority: http://www.dpa.gr/
Hungary

Hungarian National Authority for Data Protection and Freedom of
Information: http://www.naih.hu/
Ireland

Data Protection Commission: http://www.dataprotection.ie/
Italy

Garante per la protezione dei dati personali: http://www.garanteprivacy.it/
Latvia

Data State Inspectorate: http://www.dvi.gov.lv/
Lithuania

State Data Protection Inspectorate: https://vdai.lrv.lt/
Luxembourg

Commission Nationale pour la Protection des Données: http://www.cnpd.lu/
Malta

28 |
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Office of the Information and Data Protection Commissioner: http://www.idpc.org.mt/
Netherlands

Autoriteit Persoonsgegevens: https://autoriteitpersoonsgegevens.nl/nl
Poland

29

Urząd Ochrony Danych Osobowych (Personal Data Protection Office): https://uodo.gov.pl/
Portugal

Comissão Nacional de Proteção de Dados - CNPD: http://www.cnpd.pt/
Romania

The National Supervisory Authority for Personal Data
Processing: http://www.dataprotection.ro/
Slovakia

Office for Personal Data Protection of the Slovak Republic: http://www.dataprotection.gov.sk/
Slovenia

Information Commissioner of the Republic of Slovenia: https://www.ip-rs.si/
Spain

Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD): https://www.aepd.es/
Sweden

Datainspektionen: http://www.datainspektionen.se/
In accordance with the European Economic Area (EEA) agreement, as from 20 July 2018, the
EEA countries, Iceland, Lichtenstein, Norway, became members of the Board without voting
right and without the right to be elected as chair and vice-chair, for GDPR related matters (see
the EEA fact sheet)
Iceland

Persónuvernd: https://www.personuvernd.is or https://www.dpa.is
Liechtenstein

Data Protection Authority, Principality of Liechtenstein: https://www.datenschutzstelle.li
Norway

Datatilsynet: www.datatilsynet.no
29 |
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ADPPRO RDPO Exam end terms
30

Certifying Registered Data Protection Officers is an exercise that requires advanced and high
level preparation and monitoring of GDPR relevant developments. There is not only basic
knowledge of GDPR needed, but also knowledge of all the guidelines, not only from EDPB but
also national DPA, that have special weight.
Below are given the details for candidates, that concern the context of each part of the complete
Body of Knowledge & Skills (BOKS) to prepare for the official ADPPRO RDPO Exam.
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PART A | GDPR Knowledge (Section 6.2.3. ADPPRO Scheme)
In general
1

2
3

4
5

6

7
31 |
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The candidate shall have knowledge of obligations of the controller or the processor
and the employees who carry out processing pursuant to the GDPR and to other Union
or Member State data protection provisions.
The candidate shall have knowledge of how to professionally inform and advise.
The candidate shall have knowledge of methods (how) to monitor compliance with the
GDPR, with other Union or Member State data protection provisions and with the
policies of the controller or processor in relation to the protection of personal data,
including the assignment of:
A.
Responsibilities
B.
Awareness-raising and
C.
Training of staff involved in processing operations
The candidate shall have knowledge of GDPR related audits, how to provide advice
where requested regarding DPIA.
The candidate shall have knowledge regarding monitoring pursuant Article 35 (2)
GDPR, of how to cooperate with the supervisory authority, of how to act as the contact
point for the supervisory authority on issues relating to processing, including the prior
consultation referred to in Article 36 GDPR, of when and how to consult with the
supervisory authority, where appropriate, with regard to any other matter, of when and
how to act as contact point for data subjects who may contact the data protection officer
with regard to all issues related to processing of their personal data and to the exercise
of their rights under the GDPR, of when and how to get involved, properly and in a
timely manner, in all issues which relate to the protection of personal data, by the
controller and processor, of how to get and organize support from the controller and
processor in performing the tasks referred to in Article 39 GDPR, especially with regard
to the providing of resources necessary to carry out those tasks and access to personal
data and processing operations and to maintain her/his expert knowledge.
The candidate shall have knowledge of how the controller and processor shall ensure
that the data protection officer does not receive any instructions regarding the exercise
of DPO tasks, of how to ensure that he/she shall not be dismissed or penalized by the
controller and processor for performing his/her tasks, of how to directly report to the
highest management level of the controller or the processor.
The candidate shall have knowledge of the meaning, scope and best practices of being
bound by secrecy or confidentiality concerning the performance of his or her tasks, in

accordance with Union or Member State law, of how to act in such a way that the
controller or processor shall ensure that other tasks and duties (than those mentioned
in Article 39 GDPR and Article 38 (4) GDPR) do not result in a conflict of interests, of
how to take due regard to the risk associated with processing operations, taking into
account the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing.
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The candidate shall have knowledge of and understanding of the principles of
lawfulness of processing, of purpose limitation, of data minimization, of data accuracy,
of storage limitation, of integrity, confidentiality and accountability, of the principles of
privacy by design and privacy by default and related rationales, of the legal framework
relating to subcontracting of personal data processing,
The candidate is aware of the content of the record of processing activities, the record
of categories of processing activities, and of the documentation on data breaches and
the documentation necessary to prove compliance with data protection regulations.
The candidate is able to identify basic appropriate cyber security measures.

8
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In particular
1 General Provisions of GDPR and Principles (GDPR Chapters I & II)
A.

Subject-matter and objectives

B.

Material scope

C.

Territorial scope

D.

Definitions

E.

Principles relating to processing of personal data - Lawfulness of processing

F.

Conditions for consent - Conditions applicable to child's consent in relation to
information society services

G.

Processing of special categories of personal data - Processing of personal data
relating to criminal convictions and offences - Processing which does not require
identification

2 Data Subject’s Rights and Controller & Processor (GDPR Chapters III & IV)
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A.

Transparency and modalities

B.

Information and access to personal data

C.

Rectification and erasure

D.

Right to object and automated individual decision-making

E.

Restrictions

F.

General obligations

G.

Security of personal data

H.

Data protection impact assessment and prior consultation

I.

Data protection officer

J.

Codes of conduct and certification

3 Transfer of Personal Data (GDPR Chapter V)
A.

General principle for transfers

B.

Transfers on the basis of an adequacy decision

C.

SCHREMS II decision or any prior and later

D.

Transfers subject to appropriate safeguards

E.

Binding corporate rules

F.

Transfers or disclosures not authorised by Union law

G.

Derogations for specific situations

H.

International cooperation for the protection of personal data
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4 Supervisory authorities and Cooperation and consistency (GDPR Chapters VI & VII)
A.

Independent status

B.

Competence, tasks and powers

C.

Cooperation

D.

Consistency

E.

European data protection board

5 Remedies, Liability and Penalties (GDPR Chapter VIII)
A.

Right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority - Right to an effective
judicial remedy against a supervisory authority - Right to an effective judicial
remedy against a controller or processor

B.

Representation of data subjects

C.

Suspension of proceedings

D.

Right to compensation and liability

E.

General conditions for imposing administrative fines

F.

Penalties

6 Specific Processing Situations (GDPR Chapter IX)
A.

Processing and freedom of expression and information - Processing and public
access to official documents - Processing of the national identification number Processing in the context of employment

B.

Safeguards and derogations relating to processing for archiving purposes in the
public interest, scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes
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C.

Obligations of secrecy

D.

Existing data protection rules of churches and religious associations

PART B | DPO compliance mechanisms (GDPR & WP 243 rev.01)
34

1 Concepts of GDPR Compliance
A. Data Protection Requirements forCompliance
B. Compliance and ethics
C. Data protection policies
D. Compliance and monitoring
E. Legal and Technical Compliance
F. Incident response planning
2 GDPR Compliance Mechanics
A. Develop policies and procedures and/or guidelines
B. Risk and Impact Assessment
C. Audits
D. Respond to requests and/or incidents
3 Appropriateness Test Compliance
A. Assessment of Organisation
B. Education & Awareness
C. Regulatory Environment
D. Risk Assessment
E. Information security practices
F. Sustainability on costs and Finance

PART C | DPO skills requirements
(GDPR & ADPPRO)
In general (GDPR related)
1
2
3
4
5

Identification Legal Basis & Determination of TOM
Establishment of procedures DSR & Monitoring internal rules
Organisation of Audits
Identification of Privacy by Design and Default
Identification of Security Measures
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In particular (GDPR related)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14
15

The candidate is able to design, operationalize and manage a DPO Work Plan.
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The candidate is able to identify the legal basis of a processing.
The candidate is able to determine which measures are appropriate and which
information content should be provided to data subjects.
The candidate is able to establish procedures to receive and manage requests to exercise
rights made by data subjects.
The candidate is able to identify the existence of data transfers outside of the European
Union and to determine which legal transfer instruments are likely to be used.
The candidate is able to monitor a policy or internal rules on data protection.
The candidate is able to organise and take part in data protection audits.
The candidate is able to identify data protection measures by design and by default that
are suited to the risks and the nature of processing operations.
The candidate is able to take part in identifying security measures that are suited to the
risks and the nature of the processing operations, including basic IT assessment.
The candidate is able to identify personal data breaches requiring notification to the
supervisory authority and those requiring communication to the data subjects.
The candidate is able to determine whether or not it is necessary to perform a data
protection impact assessment (DPIA) and is able to monitor its performance.
The candidate is able to provide advice on data protection impact assessment (in
particular on the methodology, on any possible outsourcing, on the technical and
organisational measures to adopt).
The candidate is able to oversee relations with supervisory authorities, by answering their
requests and by facilitating their action (in particular, in the context of the handling of
complaints and investigations).
The candidate is able to organize training and awareness programmes on privacy and
data protection to staff and to governing bodies.
The candidate is able to ensure the transparency of his/her actions, particularly through
monitoring tools or annual reports, notwithstanding the secrecy and confidentiality
principles of Article 38 (5) GDPR.

In particular (professional soft skills related)
Pursuant to Article 38 (5) GDPR, the data protection officer (DPO) shall be designated on the
basis of professional qualities and, in particular, expert knowledge of data protection law and
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practices and the ability to fulfil the DPO tasks to inform, advise, monitor and act as contact
point for the regulatory authorities and data subjects.
The formal performance of these listed tasks are to be fulfilled in a professional manner for
which professional soft skills are needed such as.
36

1

Raising privacy and data protection awareness by leveraging personal style and
personal preferences
Assembling a well-structured, well-argued DPO advice
Handling complaints by data subjects or resolving data subject conflicts
Negotiating optimum support (resources) for DPO task performance.

2
3
4

PART D | DPO Work Plan (Section 3.2 WP 243 rev.01)
1
2
3

Design of a DPO Work Plan
Management of a DPO Work Plan and Project Management
Allocation of sufficient resources for independent operations. Due regard is paid to the
following.

A.

Article 38(2) of the GDPR requires the organisation to support its DPO by ‘providing
resources necessary to carry out [their] tasks and access to personal data and processing
operations, and to maintain his or her expert knowledge’. The following items, in
particular, are to be considered:
1
Active support of the DPO’s function by senior management (such as at board
level).
2
Sufficient time for DPOs to fulfil their duties. This is particularly important where an
internal DPO is appointed on a part-time basis or where the external DPO carries
out data protection in addition to other duties. Otherwise, conflicting priorities
could result in the DPO’s duties being neglected. Having sufficient time to devote
to DPO tasks is paramount. It is a good practice to establish a percentage of time
for the DPO function where it is not performed on a full-time basis. It is also good
practice to determine the time needed to carry out the function, the appropriate
level of priority for DPO duties, and for the DPO (or the organisation) to draw up a
work plan.
Adequate support in terms of financial resources, infrastructure (premises, facilities,

B.

equipment) and staff where appropriate.
C.
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Official communication of the designation of the DPO to all staff to ensure that their

existence and function are known within the organisation.
D.

Necessary access to other services, such as Human Resources, legal, IT, security, etc., so
that

DPOs can receive essential support, input and information from those other

services.
E.

Continuous training. DPOs must be given the opportunity to stay up to date 37
with regard
to developments within the field of data protection. The aim should be to constantly
increase the level of expertise of DPOs and they should be encouraged to participate in
training courses on data protection and other forms of professional development, such
as participation in privacy fora, workshops, etc.

F.

Given the size and structure of the organisation, it may be necessary to set up a DPO
team (a DPO and his/her staff). In such cases, the internal structure of the team and the
tasks and responsibilities of each of its members should be clearly drawn up. Similarly,
when the function of the DPO is exercised by an external service provider, a team of
individuals working for that entity may effectively carry out the tasks of a DPO as a team,
under the responsibility of a designated lead contact for the client.
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ADPPRO Certification Glossary of Terms (in progress)*

Accreditation: An attestation by a national accreditation body that a conformity assessment

body meets the requirements set by harmonized standards and, where applicable, any
additional requirements including those set out in relevant sectoral schemes, to carry out a
specific conformity assessment activity (Reg (765) 2008)
Conformity Assessment: The process demonstrating whether specified requirements relating to

a product, process, service, system, person or body have been fulfilled (Reg (765) 2008)
Conformity assessment body: A body that performs conformity assessment activities including
calibration, testing, certification and inspection (Reg (765) 2008)
Competence: stands for a demonstrated ability to apply knowledge, skills and attitudes for
achieving observable results
Certificate: Document issued by an ADPPRO acknowledged training entity, indicating that the
named person has fulfilled the certification requirements
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Certification: Certification is about conformity assessment. Certification is the provision by an

independent body of written assurance (a certificate) that the product, service, system or person
in question meets specific requirements. Certification is also known as third party conformity
assessment.
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Certification Scheme: Requirements related to specific occupational or skilled categories
of
persons

Certification requirements: Set of specified requirements, including requirements of the
ADPPRO certification scheme to be fulfilled in order to establish or maintain certification
Certification Scheme Owner: Organization responsible for developing and maintaining a
certification scheme (such as EIPACC)
Certification Process: Activities by which a certification body determines that a person fulfils
certification requirements, including application, assessment, decision on certification,
recertification and use of certificates and logos/marks
CoC: ADPPRO Code of Conduct
CoCE: ADPPRO Certification Code of Ethics
DPO: Data Protection Officer

EAB: ADPPRO Academic Board
ECC: ADPPRO Certification Committee
ECGB: ADPPRO Certification Governance Board
ECOS: ADPPRO Certification Eco-System
EDB: ADPPRO Disciplinary Board
Examination: Mechanism that is part of the assessment which measures a candidate's

competence by one or more means, such as written, oral, practical and observational, as
defined in the certification scheme and requirements
Exams Institute: A body approved to conduct examination for persons, according to specific
examination requirements
Skill: is meant as the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and solve
problems
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Knowledge: indicates the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning.

Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practices that is related to a field of
work or study.

* This glossary is aligned with the Privapedia Data Protection e-Dictionary
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